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ABOUT THIS GUIDE 

The Choice Is Yours:  Canon, Fuji, Olympus, Nikon, Panasonic or Sony. 
Thankfully there is a lot of choice when it comes to “what’s best,” in photography gear.  On the first couple of pages I 

present to you camera bodies and lenses that I use in my daily photography regimen. The pages that follow after the 

Canon Tilt-Shift lens {which I’ve adapted to use on my Sony bodies,} are Canon, Fuji and Nikon cameras systems. I’ve 

done the some research before putting together this list by polling over 100 other photographers asking them what 

systems they use. IMHO: Olympus … love them, spot on auto focus and excellent AWB, but, being a micro 4/3’s … and 

Panasonic: Also dig them, another Micro 4/3’s, both brands are not a top choice for real estate photography, because of 

their tiny sensor size and their lack of low light capabilities. 

Use The Blue Links 
Each item in this guide has a blue text link. By clicking on the link, you will be taken directly to the B&H Photo & Video 

website or the Think Tank Photo website for a price check.  

About My Kit 
I want you to know up front that I photograph with Sony full frame mirrorless cameras. For fifteen years I 

photographed professionally with Canon cameras and L lenses. Three plus years ago I sold all my Canon gear and 

switched over to Sony and haven’t looked back. Having an EVF on board is a game changer. Exposure-wise and color-

temperature-wise, what you see through the view finder is exactly what you get! This is one of the reasons that Sony 

outshines the competition.  

The Best Photography Gear 
There is no best.  It’s all personal opinion.  I use Sony because it fits my professional needs.  The two things I wish Sony 

did better is a less confusing menu system {it often takes a deep dive to find what you are looking for,} Sony has kind 

of fixed this on the a9’s My Menu system, and I wish the engineers would include Large, Medium and Small, RAW files. 

You Don’t Need Everything In This Guide! 
My photography kit was put together over time. You don’t need to purchase everything at once! You do however need 

backup gear. As a professional, you need to have backup gear incase your gear fails. And it WILL fail.  It’s just a question 

of when. That being said…To start:  You will need two camera bodies, a 24-70mm lens and a wide angle lens, either a 

16-35mm zoom or equivalent.  Whether you’ll jump right in to lighting is a personal choice. One which I highly 

recommend. 

“There is no best. It’s all personal opinion.” 



ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Marc Weisberg is a Luxury Real Estate photographer and educator 
living in Southern California where it rarely rains and never snows. 
Marc’s fascination with photography started when his dad gave him 
his a 35mm film camera. He was thirteen that year. It was a time 
when print type was still set by hand, computers didn’t exist, film 
ruled and digital photography wasn’t even imaginable. “I remember 
watching a sheet of photographic paper slowly being rocked back 
and forth in the developer, and as if by magic, an image began to 
appear. I was awed and instantly hooked.” says Weisberg.


In addition to serving his clientele, Weisberg also run a series of  
Luxury Real Estate Photography Workshop Intensives in Southern 
California, and beyond. In his Workshop Intensives, Weisberg 
teaches photographers how to be better real estate photographers, 
to work with off-camera lighting, to composite and retouch and how 
to make more money. The workshops are a rigorous 3 days of 

intense learning and a fun gathering of attendees from all over the country. 


The majority of Weisberg's photography clients are commercial and luxury real estate brokerages, 
multi-national firms who own / broker or manage properties, home builders, high-end interior 
decorators, resort operators and construction companies with projects ranging from the tens of 
millions to over a billion dollars. Weisberg states: “I’m fortunate to have the luxury of time on my 
side when embarking on my client’s photography projects. I often spend a half day, a full day or 
multiple days on a project creating remarkable images for my clients.”


An admitted gear junky: Weisberg got hooked on 
photography as a teenager. 



SONY CAMERAS

Sony VG-C3EM 

Vertical grip that fits on both the 
a9 and the a7iii. 

Sony a9  

The camera body is used on 
all my shoots.  24mp, 20fps.

Sony a7 III 

My every day street/travel camera.  
24mp, 10fps. And my 3rd back up 

body for photo shoots.  

Sony VG-C2EM  

Vertical grip for the a7sii 

Sony a7sii 

A low light BEAST!  I’m comfortable 
photographing up to 30k ISO on 
this body.  It has remarkable low 
light performance. It’s my backup 

body for photoshoots.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1333271-REG/sony_vg_c3em_vertical_grip.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x817752/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1333228-REG/sony_ilce_9_b_alpha_a9_mirrorless_digital.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x817744/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1394217-REG/sony_ilce_7m3_alpha_a7_iii_mirrorless.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x880512/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1105492-REG/sony_vgc2em_vertical_battery_grip_for.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x589714/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1186034-REG/sony_ilce7sm2_b_alpha_a7sii_mirrorless_digital.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x674436/SID/EZ


SONY LENSES

12-24mm f/4 G 

My go to super wide.  Minimal 
barrel distortion that is fully 

correctable in Adobe LR.

50mm f/1.4 ZA Lens  

My go to lens for headshots 
and executive portraits. Has an 

aperture ring on the barrel 
making it a great Cine lens.

24-70mm f/2.8 GM Lens  

A razor sharp all purpose zoom. 
with a minimum focusing 

distance of 1.24 ft. and 
wonderful bokeh at f/2.8 

90mm f/2.8 Macro G OSS   

A wonderful detail lens tack sharp 
wide open. Has a unique cloth 

system on the barrel that allows you 
to quickly switch to manual focus. 

70-200mm f/2.8 GM OSS 

Razor sharp wide open with 
stunning bokeh.  Perfect for both 
detail shots and landscape style 

scene setting images. 

Distagon T* FE 35mm f/1.4 ZA 

Tack sharp wide open and stopped 
down. Like the 1.4/50mm, the 

35mm has an aperture ring on the 
barrel making it a no brainer for 

filming video. 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1338517-REG/sony_sel1224g_fe_12_24mm_f_4_g.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x822838/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1264965-REG/sony_sel50f14z_planar_t_fe_50mm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x746806/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1222774-REG/sony_sel2470gm_fe_24_70mm_f_2_8_gm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x707643/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1126140-REG/sony_sel90m28g_fe_90mm_f_2_8_macro.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x612724/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1222776-REG/sony_sel70200gm_fe_70_200mm_f_2_8_gm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x746807/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1126137-REG/sony_sel35f14z_distagon_t_fe_35mm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x612725/SID/EZ


SONY APS-C

Rokinon 12mm f/2.0 NCS CS  

A great budget, manually focusing 
lens with an equivalent of 18mm 

with the 1.5x cropped factor on an 
APS-C camera body.

a6300 

24.2MP, built in EVF, 11 fps. 4k30 & 
1080p 120 recording. Builtin Wifi. 

1.5x crop factor

a6500 

24.2MP, built in EVF, 11 fps. Built in 5 
Axis stabilization. Can easily double as 
an event camera or executive portrait 

camera. Amazing focus tracking. 

Sony a6300 & a6500: Both APS-C cropped sensor cameras are a great kit for those on a budget. I 
know some top-flight luxury real estate photographers that augment their full frame Sony’s with these 
highly capable cameras. You’ll be amazed at the quality of images you can produce with them.

Sony 10-18mm f/4 OSS 

A bit pricier than the Rokinon but you get 
an auto focusing lens here. A 15-27mm 
equivalent on an APS-C cropped sensor.  

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1080321-REG/samyang_sy12m_e_bk_12mm_f2_0_ultra_wide.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x553914/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1222744-REG/sony_ilce6300_b_alpha_a63000_mirrorless_digital.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x707642/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1289585-REG/sony_alpha_a6500_mirrorless_digital.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x769358/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/892389-REG/Sony_sel1018_10_18mm_F_4_0mm_Optical_SteadyShot.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x386152/SID/EZ


HOW THIS IMAGE  
WAS CRAFTED

This interior shoot is for a commercial client on a multimillion-dollar renovation. The ambient lighting is used 
as the base. To fill in the shadows, a speedlight was bounced off the kitchen nook wall to the left. A bounce 

umbrella with a speedlight is used in the corner behind camera right to fill in the foreground. The windows are 

pulled using an AD200 and masked in. Flash pops with a MagMod Grid are used on the dark velvet chairs that 

flank the floor to ceiling windows.   

Gear Used:  Sony a7sii, Sony f/2.8 24-70mm GM, Godox V860ii speedlights, Westcott 43” bounce umbrellas, 

AD200, Magmod Grid, Manfrotto light stands, Siuri N-3204X carbon fiber tripod.



CANON 
TILT-SHIFT 

LENSES

Canon TS-E 17mm f4 L Tilt- Shift Lens 

Used sparing on residential interiors, pressed 
into use for commercial interiors and used 

mostly for residential and commercial exteriors. 
Full manual focusing lens.   

Canon TS-E 17mm f3.5 L Tilt- Shift Lens 

My number one, go to lens, for the 
majority of my interior photo shoots. 

Fully manual focusing lens.

Metabones IV Adapter 

I own two, both attached to my Tilt-Shift 
lenses for adaptation to my Sony cameras. 
This item has been discontinued.  You can 
get the Sigma MC-11 or the Metabones V 

both excellent replacements 

Canon EW-88B Lens Hood  

Lens hood for the 24mm Tilt-Shift lens.  
Tested the lens and found that the lens 
hood was needed to control lens flare.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/606803-USA/Canon_3553B002_Wide_Tilt_Shift_TS_E_17mm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x153972/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?Ntt=canon%2024mm%20tilt%20shift&N=0&InitialSearch=yes&sts=ma&Top+Nav-Search=&BI=20800&KBID=16513&KWID=EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/606803-USA/Canon_3553B002_Wide_Tilt_Shift_TS_E_17mm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x153972/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1234034-REG/sigma_89e965_mc_11_mount_adapter_for.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x712667/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1314043-REG/metabones_mb_ef_e_bt5_canon_ef_e_mount_t.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x793055/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/606831-REG/Canon_3564B001_EW_88B_Lens_Hood_for.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x172807/SID/EZ


CANON GEAR

EF 16-35mm f/4L IS USM 

Save some money by buying this f/4 lens 
instead of the f/2.8. When photographing 

real estate you won’t be needing f/2.8 
lenses for interiors. 

EOS 5D Mark IV 

30MP, 7fps, CF & SD card slots, builtin 
GPS and Wi-Fi. If you are photographing 
events too, go for this instead of the 6D.  

EF 24-70mm f/4L IS USM 

Save some money by buying this f/4 lens 
instead of the f/2.8.  When photographing 

real estate you need an f/2.8 lenses for 
interiors. 

EOS 6D Mark II 

26MP, singl slots builtin GPS 
and Wi-Fi.  

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1051475-USA/canon_9518b002_ef_16_35mm_f_4l_is.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x527328/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1274705-REG/canon_eos_5d_mark_iv.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x757114/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/898652-USA/Canon_6313b002_EF_24_70mm_f_4_0L_IS.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x393375/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1346734-REG/canon_eos_6d_mark_ii.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x831346/SID/EZ


NIKON GEAR

NIKKOR 14-24mm f/2.8G ED 

AF-S NIKKOR 14-24mm f/2.8 G 
ED. Silent Wave Motor AF 

System. 

19mm Tilt Shift 

My friends who use this tilt 
shift hate the price but love 
the quality of this glass and 

the focal length.  

Nikon D500 DSLR 

26MP, dual card slots, built-In GPS 
and Wi-Fi. Native 51200, Extended 

to ISO 1640000. If you also 
photograph events go for this one.

Nikon D750 DSLR 

24.3MP, dual card slots, built-In Wi-Fi. 
Native 12800, Extended to ISO 51200.

NIKKOR 16-35mm f/4G ED VR 

AF-S NIKKOR 16-35mm f/4G ED 
VR. VR II Image Stabilization, 

Silent Wave Motor AF System.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/520635-USA/Nikon_2163_AF_S_Zoom_Nikkor_14_24mm.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x117261/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1292139-REG/nikon_pc_e_nikkor_19mm_f_4e.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x771890/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1214161-REG/nikon_1559_d500_dslr_camera_body.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x700301/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1082599-REG/nikon_d750_dslr_camera_body.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x556057/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/675838-USA/Nikon_2182_AF_S_Nikkor_16_35mm_f_4G.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x187653/SID/EZ


FUJI GEAR

FUJIFILM 10-24mm XF f/4 R OIS 

15-36mm / 35mm Equivalent, 
Optical Image Stabilization, 

Macro Focusing to 9.4” 

FUJIFILM 15-55mm XF f/2.8-4 R LM OIS 

X-Mount Lens/APS-C Format, 27-84mm / 
35mm Equivalent, Smooth Linear Motor-

Driven Autofocus, Optical Image Stabilization.

FUJI XT2 

24.3MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS III Sensor, Built-
In Wi-Fi Connectivity, Weather-Sealed Body; 

Two UHS-II SD Slots, Up to 8 fps Shooting 
and ISO 51200. 

FUJI XPRO 2 

24.3MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS III Sensor, 
Advanced Hybrid Multi Viewfinder, 

Built-In Wi-Fi, 273-Point AF with 77 Phase-Detect 
Points, Up to 8 fps shooting and ISO 51200. 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1021608-REG/fujifilm_16412188_xf_10_24mm_f_4_r.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x497864/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/883530-REG/Fujifilm_XF_18_55mm_f_2_8_4_OIS.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x384811/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1263381-REG/fujifilm_x_t2_mirrorless_digital_camera.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x745861/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1210892-REG/fujifilm_16488618_x_pro2_mirrorless_digital_camera.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x703845/SID/EZ


LIGHTING  
GEAR

Godox AD360 

Built in radio receiver, Li-Ion 
battery that outlasts any 

Energizer bunny. 360 watts of 
power.  TTL, HSS and Manual

Godox AD200 

Built in radio receiver, Li-Ion 
battery that outlasts any 

Energizer bunny.  Packs the 
power or 3 Speedlights.  TTL, 

HSS and Manual

Godox AD600 

Built in radio receiver, Li-Ion 
battery. In real world test you’ll 
get about 300 1/4 power pops.

Godox AD600 PRO 

Built in radio receiver, Li-Ion 
battery, Sexier and sleeker than 

the AD600, with a faster 1 second 
recycle time at full power.  Looks 

very much like the Profoto B1

XPro-Trigger 

I use the designated “C,” Canon 
trigger for my Sony cameras. TTL, 

Manual, 32 Channel and 16 
groups.

V860-iiS 

Godox speedlight. Built in radio 
receiver, Li-Ion battery that 

outlasts any Energizer bunny. TTL, 
HSS and Manual. Perfect for real 

estate and event photography 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1341889-REG/godox_adk360iin_ttl_witstro_flash_kit.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x836257/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1341870-REG/godox_photo_equipment_ad200_kit_ad200_ttl_pocket_flash.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x825995/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1383479-REG/godox_ad600pro_witstro_all_in_one_outdoor.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x870445/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1383479-REG/godox_ad600pro_witstro_all_in_one_outdoor.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x870445/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1369139-REG/godox_xproc_wireless_flash_transmitter_for.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x853320/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1341866-REG/godox_v860ii_f_sony_kit_v860ii_for_sony_kit.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x828648/SID/EZ


LIGHTING  
MODIFIERS

Westcott 48” Octa XXL, Rapid Box 

My  go to Octa. Produces gorgeous 
flattering light for executive portraits and 
headshots. Sets up and breaks down in 
seconds with a unique umbrella design.

Cheetah 12”x55” Quick Strip Box  

Sets up in seconds. Unique 
umbrella style design. Comes with 

egg create grid. 

Westcott Apollo Deep 43” umbrellas 

I often use bounce umbrellas for interior 
photoshoots when there are no white walls to 

bounce my lights off of. 

MagMod Flash Kit 

MagMod gets the light into smaller areas quickly 
and easily.  It’s unique magnet system makes it 
quick and simple to use. I always keep it in my 

kit for interiors and event photography.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/965994-REG/westcott_2041s_rapid_box_48_xxl.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x430039/SID/EZ
https://www.cheetahstand.com/product-p/q12x55.htm
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1296250-REG/westcott_5634_apollo_deep_umbrella_white.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x775474/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1383014-REG/magmod_mmprokit01_magmod_professional_flash_kit.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x869977/SID/EZ


GRIP 
GEAR

Cheetah 10’ Self Opening Light Stands 

Pick it up and set it down fast and easy 
with these self opening stands.

Manfrotto 12’ Air Light Stands 

Manfrotto Alu Master Air-Cushioned 
Stand. I use these for elevated pole 

photography and for grip support for 
my Godox AD600 Pro. 

Manfrotto Nano Stands 

5001B Nano Light Stand 
Lightweight with a small 

footprint.

Manfrotto Friction Arm 

Manfrotto 244N Variable Friction 
Magic Arm, coupled with Bogen 

Super Clamps will hold just 
about anything at any angle.  I 

use it for holding reflectors, like 
the Lastolite Tri-Grip Reflector. 

Manfrotto Super Clamps 

Manfrotto 035RL Super 
Clamp will attach securely  

to almost anything. 

Lastolite Tri-Grip Reflector 

Double sided, white & silver.  
Great for bouncing light in 

interior photography and for 
executive portraits. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00KYFHIC4/ref=s9_acsd_hps_bw_c_x_3_w
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/644444-REG/Manfrotto_1004BAC_Alu_Master_3_Riser.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x205210/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/612771-REG/Manfrotto_5001B_5001B_Nano_Black_Light.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x162204/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/325444-REG/Manfrotto_244N_244N_Variable_Friction_Magic.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x209083/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/546356-REG/Manfrotto_035RL_035RL_Super_Clamp_with.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x131714/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/270871-REG/Lastolite_LL_LR3631_TriGrip_Reflector_Silver_White.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x24087/SID/EZ


COMPUTER  
GEAR

iMac i7 27” Desktop 

4.2 GHz Intel Core i7 Quad-Core, 
8GB of DDR4 RAM | 1TB SSD, 

Thunderbolt 3 | USB 3.0 Type-A, 
1 x Gigabit Ethernet Port 

MacBook Pro 15” Touch Bar 

2.7GHz Intel Core i7, 16Gb RAM, 
1Tb SSD

G-Tech Portable Drive 

G-Technology 2TB G-DRIVE 
Micro-USB 3.1

G-Tech 8Tb Raid Thunderbolt 

I’ve been using G-Tech drives for 
over a decade and have never 

had one fail.

Wacom Intuos Pro Small 

Wacom PTH451 Intuos Pro 
Professional Pen & Touch 

Tablet. I can’t retouch without 
my Wacom. 

Laptop Case 

Think Tank Photo Artificial 
Intelligence 15 v3.0 Laptop Case. 
A perfect fit for my laptop with 
plenty of pockets and generous 

padding to protect it. 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1342752-REG/apple_z0tr_mned43_bh_imac_i7_4_2_ghz.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x827514/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1342532-REG/apple_mptt2ll_a_15_4_macbook_pro_with.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x825929/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1367912-REG/hgst_0g06072_2tb_g_drive_mobile_usb.html
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1123837-REG/g_technology_0g04085_g_raid_thunderbolt_2_usb_3_0.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x608711/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1002452-REG/wacom_pth451_intuos_pro_professional_pen.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x464302/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/859443-REG/Think_Tank_584_Artificial_Intelligence_15_V3_0.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x357916/SID/EZ


TRIPODS 

Sirui 3T-35K Table Top Tripod  

Mini tripod for hiding speed lights 
around corners or in places 

where a light stand is too big.

Sirui SR3204 

Sirui’s most robust, and super 
stable carbon fiber tripod. I use it  

for all my architectural shoots.

Sirui W-2204 Carbon Fiber 

Sirui W-2204 Waterproof Carbon 
Fiber Tripod. When you need to 

shoot from sand or water.

Sirui T-25SK T-0S Travel Tripod 

Weighing only 1lb. This is the 
lightest tripod I’ve found for 
walkabouts when traveling. 

Sirui N-3204X Carbon Fiber  

My back up tripod.  Always have 
a back up in your car trunk.  

Arca-Swiss D4 Geared Head 

Arca-Swiss D4, classic knob quick 
release. The Bugatti of geared 
heads. A lightweight, precision 

geared, head. 

Sirui Tripods: Siuri {Soo-Ray} makes beautifully 
crafted carbon fiber tripods. Their pricing is easily 
30% below leading manufacturers like Manfrotto 
and Gitzo. All their tripods come with an industry 
leading 6 year warranty.

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1085542-REG/sirui_bsr3t35k_3t_35k_aluminum_tripod_kit_black.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x566359/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1420908-REG/sirui_susr3204_sr_3204_4_section_carbon_fiber.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x906862/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1156937-REG/sirui_bsrw2204_w_series_waterproof_tripod.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x643665/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1420914-REG/sirui_sut025sk_t_025sk_carbon_fiber_tripod.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x906868/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1085544-REG/sirui_bsrn3204x_n_3204x_carbon_tripod.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x566361/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/966748-REG/arca_swiss_870103_d4_monoball_fix_geared.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x430804/SID/EZ


CAMERA GEAR 
CLEANING  

KIT

Visible Dust Arctic Butterfly 

Antistatic brush with led light for 
gentle cleaning of digital sensors.

Visible Dust 7x LED Loupe 

The way I check to see if I have 
small dust spots on my sensor.

Visible Dust Products: I believe in paying once & purchasing the finest quality products.  
When it comes to cleaning my camera sensor I don’t take any chances. I’ve owned, used 
and trusted Visible Dust products to spot clean my sensors for over ten years. 

Eclipse Optic Cleaning Fluid 

Antistatic brush with led light for 
gentle cleaning of digital sensors.

Sensor Swab Ultra Type 3 

The only swabs I trust for 
cleaning my digital sensors. 

ROR Residual Oil Remover 

For cleaning my front and rear 
lens elements. 

Kimwipe by Kimtech 

Delicate task wipers. For 
cleaning the front and rear 

lens elements. 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1394915-REG/visibledust_19313124_ab_724s_arctic_butterfly_super.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x882340/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1117520-REG/visibledust_16111549_quasar_plus_7x_sensor.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x598750/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/127525-REG/Photographic_Solutions_EC_Eclipse_Optic_Lens_Cleaning.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/KWID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1165567-REG/photographic_solutions_us3box_ultra_swab_type_3.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x652869/SID/EZ
mailto:https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/64495-REG/ROR_RO212D_Residual_Oil_Remover.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x66732/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/26249-REG/Kinwipes_EKW341_Kimwipes_4_5_x_8_5.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x2014/SID/EZ


ACCESORIES 

Breakthrough Circular Polarizer 

Breakthrough Photography 82mm 
X4 Circular Polarizer Filter. Top 
flight color neutral filters.

Vello Shutter Boss II 

Intervalometer for time lapse 
and shutter release for long 

exposure photography. 

Powered Battery Charger 

Worth every penny.  Charges 
both AA/AAA NiMH/NiCDs 

batteries, Rapid Charge Time: 
1hr., Soft Charge Time:  2hrs.

Sony G Series SD Cards 

Ultra fast, highly reliable. The only 
SD cards I use in my Sony a9.

Pelican 0915 SD Card Case 

Atomic bomb proof.

Enoloop Rechargeable AA Batteries 

Been using the Enoloop brand for 
years.  Hold their charge long term 

and perform like champs. 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1372651-REG/breakthrough_photography_x4_cpl_82mm_82mm_x4_circular_polarizer.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x856437/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1345114-REG/powerex_mh_c801d8aapro_mh_c801d_charger_with_8.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x829351/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1322906-REG/sony_sosd64gbuii_64gb_uhs_ii_sd_card.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x807010/SID/EZ
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1304724-REG/pelican_009150_0100_110_0915_case_for_12.html/BI/20800/KBID/16513/DFF/d10-v21-t1-x785207/SID/EZ


THINK TANK  
GEAR BAGS 

Airport International V3.0  

Buller proof rolling bag.  Keeps a 
beating and stays looking new. 

Airport Navigator 

One of my favorite rollers. Easily 
half the size and weight of the 

International but still fits what’s 
needs for a small shoot.

Speed Racer V2.0 

My absolute favorite shoulder bag 
for on the go shooting.  Generously 

padded, fits three lenses.

Production Manager 40 

My FEDEX shipping case. For 
when I need to ship my grip and 

lighting gear. 

Battery Holder 

Perfect for holding 4 Sony 
camera batteries. 

Airpot Advantage Roller 

Lightweight & low profile width.  
With a front laptop pocket.

https://www.thinktankphoto.com/products/airport-international-v3-0?rfsn=141252.3fb722
https://www.thinktankphoto.com/collections/airport-series/products/airport-navigator?rfsn=141252.3fb722
https://www.thinktankphoto.com/products/speed-racer-v2?rfsn=141252.3fb722
https://www.thinktankphoto.com/products/production-manager-40?rfsn=141252.3fb722
hhttps://www.thinktankphoto.com/products/dslr-battery-holder-4?rfsn=141252.3fb722
https://www.thinktankphoto.com/collections/airport-series/products/airport-advantage?rfsn=141252.3fb722


PRIVACY AND 
TRANSPARENCY

THANK YOU! 

Thank You for singing up for the Real Estate Photography Gear Guide.  I hope that you find 
this guide helpful in your quest to get the best photography gear to craft your images. 

Privacy 
Your email will never be sold or shared. Never. You right to privacy and your right not to be 
spammed is of the utmost importance. 

Transparency & Affiliate Disclosure 
When you click on the links provided in this guide, you’ll be taken directly to the B&H website.  
The links you click on are affiliate links.  This means I will make a small commission when you 
make a purchase from B&H Photo & Video.  There is ZERO increase in the price. It’s simply the 
way that B&H helps me when I help them. I’ve been shopping with B&H for more than 20 years 
for my camera gear and electronics. They have amazing customer service, stand behind their 
products and have one of the best return policies in the business. Clicking on the blue links on 
the Think Tank Photo product page will bring you to the Think Tank Photo web site.  These 
affiliate links have perks for you. You’ll get free shipping with purchases of fifty dollars or more 
and a free gift from Think Tank Photo at check out. I own all the products on the page. Think Tank 
is best in class for all their gear with first class customer service.


